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Communicated by Marc Greenblatt
With the completion of the Human Genome Project, our vision of human genetic diseases has changed. The
cloning of new disease-causing genes can now be performed in silico, and thousands of mutations are being
identified in diagnostic and research laboratories yearly. Knowledge about these mutations and their association
with clinical and biological data is essential for clinicians, geneticists, and researchers. To collect and analyze
these data, we developed a generic software called Universal Mutation Databases (UMDs) to create locusspecific databases. Here we report the new release (September 2004) of this freely available tool (www.umd.be),
which allows the creation of LSDBs for virtually any gene and includes a large set of new analysis tools. We have
implemented new features to integrate noncoding sequences, clinical data, pictures, monoclonal antibodies, and
polymorphic markers (SNPs). Today the UMD retains all specifically designed tools to analyze mutations at the
molecular level, as well as new sets of routines to search for genotype–phenotype correlations. We also created
specific tools for infrequent mutations such as gross deletions and duplications, and deep intronic mutations.
A large set of dedicated tools are now available for intronic mutations, including methods to calculate the
consensus values (CVs) of potential splice sites and to search for exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) motifs. In
addition, we have created specific routines to help researchers design new therapeutic strategies, such as exon
skipping, aminoglycoside read-through of stop codons, or monoclonal antibody selection and epitope scanning
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INTRODUCTION
Almost 50 years after the DNA double helix was discovered by
James Watson and Francis Crick [Watson and Crick, 1953], the
International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium announced the successful completion of the Human Genome Project
[Abramowicz, 2003]. The tremendous work performed to
sequence the 3 billion DNA letters in the human genome has
changed our vision of human genetic diseases. New diseasecausing genes can now be cloned in silico, and a new field of
mutations (intronic mutations) is emerging for already known
genes. Concomitantly with this sequencing effort, many biotechnology companies have produced new tools to rapidly scan large
sets of samples for mutations. There are new technologies for highthroughput SNP typing, DHPLC, and matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDITOF). Every year thousands of variations are thus identified in
diagnostic and research laboratories. Knowledge about these
variations and their association with clinical and biological data
is essential for clinicians, geneticists, and researchers.
The Human Genome Organization-Mutation Database Initiative (HUGO-MDI) was established in the mid-1990s to collect
and analyze these data [Cotton, 2000; Cotton et al., 1998]. Since
those early days, two main approaches have been developed: 1)
‘‘core’’ databases (also known as central databases), and 2) ‘‘locusspecific’’ databases (LSDBs). Core databases collect published
mutations from all genes. The archetype is the Human Gene
Mutation Database (HGMD; www.hgmd.org). By December 2004,
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the database contained an excess of 44,090 different lesions
detected in 1,714 different nuclear genes [Stenson et al., 2003].
Each mutation is entered only once in order to avoid confusion
between recurrent and identical-by-descent lesions. Furthermore,
the phenotypic description associated with each mutation is very
limited, which precludes any study on phenotypic variability.
These databases are frequently referred as ‘‘mile wide and inch
deep databases’’ [Auerbach, 2000] because they include mutations
from many genes, but only limited descriptions. Conversely, an
LSDB collects all published and unpublished mutations from a
specific gene, and the annotation of each mutant includes a full
molecular, biological, and phenotypic description. Experts (also
known as ‘‘curators’’) validate these data. This validation process
is critical for maintaining high-quality data, since up to 10% of
the information in various publications is erroneous. The curators
are also essential for standardizing the clinical and biological
descriptions for each patient. In addition, each mutation can occur
more than once in a particular position and hence appear more
than once in the database, which allows the identification of
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mutation hot spots. These databases are referred to as ‘‘inch wide
and mile deep databases’’ [Auerbach, 2000] because they include
a broad range of high-quality data for a specific gene.
To federate this new field of bioinformatics (mutations study),
the Human Genome Variation Society was created in 2001
[Horaitis and Cotton, 2004]. Following HGVS guidelines, we
modified the original Universal Mutation Database generic
software (UMDs), which allows the creation of LSDBs for
virtually any gene and includes a large set of analysis tools [Beroud
et al., 2000]. The availability of the human genome sequence led
us to implement new features that allow the integration of
noncoding sequences (intronic, and 50 and 30 sequences) as well as
SNPs from the dbSNP (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP). To analyze
these new types of mutations, we developed a set of tools to
facilitate the interpretation of intronic mutations. In addition, we
created specific routines to help researchers design new therapeutic strategies, such as exon skipping, aminoglycoside read-through
of stop codons, and monoclonal antibody selection and epitope
scanning to monitor gene therapy. For clinicians, we created
routines to look for genotype–phenotype and phenotype–genotype
correlations. Finally, we implemented new graphical displays to
illustrate many different analyses.
Here we report the new release (September 2004) of this freely
available tool, which can be downloaded at www.umd.be.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Database Structure
The UMDs software was developed using the 4th Dimensions
language from 4D (www.4D.com). While this language is not
frequently used to build genetic databases, and is often compared
unfavorably with other solutions (such as MySQL and PHP), we
believe the 4th Dimensions language is one of the few products
that provide a complete data set for the development of databases
and web servers. Furthermore, it employs a broad language that
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includes hundreds of commands to work with spreadsheets,
graphics, pictures, and web pages.
An analysis of the LSDBs available on the Internet
(www.hgvs.org/) reveals that most databases display mutations as
simple tables that can be obtained from various search engines
[Claustres et al., 2002]. A minority of them have clinical or
biochemical features and provide access to graphical displays
(www.phdb.mcgill.ca [Scriver et al., 2003]; http://imgt.cines.fr
[Lefranc et al., 2003]), such as the distribution of mutations, and
only the UMD-LSDBs provide access to dynamic graphical
displays. This feature results from the unique structure of the
UMDs software.
The previous version of the UMD included only the reference
coding sequence of each gene because only a few intronic
sequences were available. With the completion of the human
genome project, intronic sequences are now available for almost all
genes. We therefore decided to include this information. We
created an import interface that allows an easy input from the
NCBI Genome Annotated Genomic Contig named NT_xxxxxx
(for example, the genomic contig for the VHL gene is
NT_022517) of intronic sequences, 50 and 30 sequences, and
SNPs. An automatic process searches for exonic sequences in the
contig and extracts noncoding sequences. Furthermore, it collects
all annotated SNPs and calculates their position in the
corresponding noncoding segment. These data are stored in two
new tables (intronic sequences and polymorphisms). A third table
includes information about monoclonal antibodies (the monoclonal antibody’s name, clone, type, epitope, and the first and last
amino acids from the epitope). A fourth table was created to
include a virtually unlimited number of pictures (depending on the
storage capacities of the computer) to illustrate a specific sample,
such as immunostaining, dHPLC, or specific clinical features.
A fifth table includes pedigree pictures to illustrate family trees.
Finally, we added a sixth table, called mutant activities, to store
information about in vitro activity of mutants. This table has
proved to be very useful for TP53 analysis [Soussi et al., 2004].

The relational database structure of the UMD. Each rectangle represents a table. Each table contains a variable number
of ¢elds (up to 75 for the mutation table). Arrows indicate links between the tables.

FIGURE 1.
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Similar data have been already well documented for other
databases, such as the PAHdb [Scriver et al., 2003]. In order to
build true LSDB generic software, we modified the exon table to
include noncoding exons, which have been described for some
genes. The new UMD structure is shown in Figure 1.
Speci¢c Features for Intronic Mutations and Splicing
Consequences
The introduction of noncoding sequences paved the way for
intronic mutation analysis. First, to avoid typing errors, an
automatic check is performed for each input. Second, the
consensus values (CVs) of potential donor and acceptor splice
sites in the vicinity of the mutation are calculated according to the
CVs for each nucleotide at each splice site’s position. The global
splice-site CVs are then calculated using an algorithm derived
from Senapathy et al. [1990] and Cartegni et al. [2002]. Results
for the wild-type and mutant sequences are displayed as either a
graph (Fig. 2) or a table.
In the past few years, major progress has been achieved in
identifying regulatory elements involved in the splicing machinery
that is localized in the introns or exons. Various exonic splicing

enhancers (ESEs) have been identified, and it has been shown that
they correspond to binding sites for specific serine/arginine-rich
(SR) proteins, a family of structurally related and highly conserved
splicing factors that are characterized by one or two RNArecognition motifs (RRM) and a distinctive C-terminal domain
highly enriched in RS dipeptides (the RS domain). The RRMs
mediate sequence-specific binding to the RNA and thus
determine substrate specificity, whereas the RS domain appears
to be involved mainly in protein–protein interactions. SR proteins
bound to ESEs can promote exon definition by directly recruiting
the splicing machinery through their RS domain and/or by
antagonizing the action of nearby silencer elements. To analyze
the potential loss or gain of ESEs, we used previously established
sequences to score probable ESE motifs of four human SR proteins:
SF2/ASF, SC35, SRp40, and SRp55 [reviewed by Cartegni et al.,
2002]. This feature displays ESE site differences between wild-type
and mutant sequences as a graphic display. Color codes allow for
the rapid identification of variations between the two sequences
(data not shown). If this information cannot be used to interpret
any variants in the absence of functional data, the prediction tool
will be progressively optimized.

Consequences of the IVS211G4A mutation from the FBN1 gene. Exonic sequence 5capital letters with corresponding
nucleotide numbers (228 to 247); Intronic sequence 5 small letters with corresponding nucleotide numbers (11 to 17).The normal
donor splice site is shown in yellow (dark yellow for exonic nucleotides, light yellow for intronic nucleotides).The CV for each potential donor splice site (eight-nucleotide sequence) in the vicinity of the mutation is displayed according to Cartegni’s rule (100 5 strong
splice site; 0 5 not a splice site). Wild-type sequence CV 5yellow square; mutant sequence CV 5 purple square. Each square
represents the CV of the potential splice site beginning with the corresponding nucleotide. For example, the fourth nucleotide
(A at position 231) gives the CV value of the potential splice site: AAATCAGT.
FIGURE 2.
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It has been known for many years that intronic mutations can
disrupt the splicing machinery. These mutations are usually
localized in the vicinity of splice sites; however, recent findings
have identified deep intronic mutations leading to the incorporation of cryptic exons in the mRNA. The first such observation was
made in the b-globin gene [Treisman et al., 1983]. Since then, a
few examples have been reported in other genes, such as
ornithine-q-aminotransferase [Mitchell et al., 1991], CFTR
[Chillon et al., 1995; Highsmith et al., 1994], estrogen receptor
[Wang et al., 1997], b-glucuronidase [Vervoort et al., 1998], NF1
[Ars et al., 2000], ATM [Pagani et al., 2002], a-galactosidase
[Ishii et al., 2002], and DMD [Beroud et al., 2004; Tuffery-Giraud
et al., 2003]. To facilitate the interpretation of such intronic
mutations, previously described functions (splice and ESE analysis)
can be performed on any intronic sequence or cryptic exon.
Speci¢c Routines for DesigningTherapeutic Strategies
One of the major purposes of an LSDB is to provide valuable
information for researchers who are attempting to develop new
therapeutic strategies to cure patients. In collaboration with
experts from the neuromuscular field, we developed specific
routines for exon-skipping strategies, aminoglycoside read-through
of stop codons, and monoclonal antibody selection and epitopes
scanning for gene therapy. These tools are available in the generic
software and can potentially be used for all genes.
Exon Skipping
The archetype for exon skipping is the DMD gene associated
with Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy. Most of the DMD
mutations consist of large genomic deletions. The ‘‘out-of-frame’’
deletions elicit the formation of premature stop codons and
consequent abortion of the translation process, which result in
dystrophin deficiencies and severe phenotypes (e.g., Duchenne
muscular dystrophy). In contrast, deletions that produce ‘‘inframe’’ mRNAs leading to shorter proteins are responsible for a
milder myopathy (e.g., Becker muscular dystrophy). In many DMD
patients, as well as in animal models (e.g., the mdx mouse and the
GRMD dog), rare dystrophin-positive fibers have been reported
[Crawford et al., 2001; Wilton et al., 1997]. It has been suggested
that restoration of the reading-frame by exon skipping is the most
likely cause of this natural phenomenon. This has prompted many
groups to investigate the possibility of designing strategies for gene
repair/modulation based on the use of compounds that interfere
with splicing and thus induce exon skipping [Aartsma-Rus et al.,
2004; Goyenvalle et al., 2004; Kapsa et al., 2003]. Because the
DMD gene contains 79 exons, more than 3,000 potential
transcripts can be produced by exon skipping (one or more exons
can be additionally deleted), and should be investigated to search
for frame restoration. Therefore, we developed an automatic tool
that displays the largest in-frame protein resulting from exon
skipping (i.e., the lowest number of additional deleted exons).
Other exon-skipping combinations that potentially can restore the
frame are also directly available. These data can be used to select
specific exon skipping, which results in frame restoration for most
patients.
Stop Codons
Over the last decade, studies have demonstrated that the
genetic code may be more flexible than was previously supposed.
For example, the ribosome can change the decoding frame during
elongation, either forward or backward, or even skip a part of
the message. These alternative readings of the genetic code were
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termed ‘‘recoding’’ by Gesteland et al. [1992]. Usually these
mechanisms result in the bypass of a stop codon and the synthesis
of a longer polypeptide than that produced by conventional
decoding. These alternative ways of reading the genetic code are
programmed by signals present in specific mRNAs at defined
locations in the messenger. Such recoding events generally occur
in competition with standard decoding, and allow the synthesis of
two or more polypeptides, at a defined ratio, from a single mRNA
molecule (for review see Namy et al. [2004]). Today the RECODE
database of translational recoding events (programmed ribosomal
frameshifting, codon redefinition, and translational bypass) is
available at http://recode.genetics.utah.edu/ [Baranov et al.,
2003]. This recoding has gained attention with the demonstration
that aminoglycosides can suppress disease-causing nonsense
mutations [Howard et al., 2000; Kerem, 2004; Sleat et al., 2001;
Wilschanski et al., 2003]. Thus, knowledge about nonsense
mutations is crucial for developing certain therapeutic approaches.
We designed simple tools to identify all codons from a specific
gene that can produce a stop codon by a simple mutational event.
Only a few of these potential stop codons are found in patients and
are therefore eligible for read-through strategies. The various tools
included in the UMD software (such as ‘‘potential stop codons’’ or
‘‘PSC surrounding sequences’’) should provide valuable help in
addressing this issue.
Monoclonal Antibody Selection and Epitope Scanning
for Monitoring GeneTherapy
The idea behind gene therapy is to induce cells to produce gene
products that will replace proteins that are nonfunctional due to
gene mutation. In such experiments, the introduction of the wildtype gene (or cDNA) can be monitored using monoclonal
antibodies that recognize epitopes absent from the endogenous
mutated protein. With the increasing number of described
mutants for a single gene and monoclonal antibodies, it became
apparent that the availability of an automatic tool to search for
antibodies, such as those with an epitope localized in the lost part
of a mutant protein, could be very useful for experiment design.
We thus created a specific table to store data for monoclonal
antibodies, and specific routines to search for specific epitopes
localized in deletions. These data are automatically processed
during mutation input and can be displayed in a table or graphic
format. Additionally, the user can search for mutant proteins that
harbor or lack a specific epitope. This last option can be found in
the ‘‘specific tools’’ category, and can be activated for a specific
gene upon request.
Genotype^Phenotype Correlations
Genotype–phenotype correlations and phenotype–genotype
correlations are probably the most challenging aspects of LSDB.
With the rapidly growing collection of mutant descriptions
(including clinical data), it is clear that the development of
predictive medicine is under way. In the near future, it is
reasonable to believe that specific mutation profiles associated
with specific clinical features will be identified, as has been
reported for various genes, such as the VHL gene [Gallou et al.,
1995]. This knowledge will benefit both patients (e.g., by enabling
better screening and reducing hospitalizations) and the medical
community (e.g., by focusing on specific routine analyses, and
reducing biological and medical investigations).
The UMD structure includes a clinical table linked to the
mutations table (Fig. 1). This simple relation allowed us to develop
genotype–phenotype and phenotype–genotype tools. The first one
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allows the selection of a specific phenotype and displays, for each
clinical symptom, the distribution of the various associated
severities. This analysis may be performed on a subset of the
database. The mirroring tool displays the various clinical symptoms
with the distribution of the various associated severities. The user
can select one or more clinical symptoms, and the software will
display the various combinations of symptom/severity with the
associated genotypes. As before, this analysis can be performed on
a subset of the database.
These analyses can only be performed on high-quality data.
Obtaining a clinical description has always been a challenge for
databases. To solve this problem, several UMD curators developed
a network of international experts in specific clinical fields and
asked them to fill out a questionnaire. The UMD software allows
the easy input of such text tab delimited files.
Other New Analysis Tools
Geographic distribution of mutations. Analyses of human diseases have shown that relatively common disease-causing
mutations can result from a common ancestor. One of the best
examples is the Phe508del mutation that causes cystic fibrosis,
which occurs at the highest frequency in Denmark (87.2%) and
the lowest in Algeria (26.3%) [Estivill et al., 1997]. This
geographic distribution indicates that the disease arose from a
common ancestor, distinct from any present European group, and
spread throughout Europe. To facilitate such studies, we included
a new tool that can display the distribution of mutations on a
world map. Each country is defined as an object, which can be
specifically addressed by the software to modify its color. The user
can choose which mutations should be selected for the analyses,
and whether the resulting values (incidence) should be displayed
either as crude data or relative to a mutation type (all, missense,
deletions, insertions, nonsense, and out-of-frame mutations).
Haplotypes. With the development of rapid scanning and
sequencing technologies, it is now much easier to study a large
genomic fragment. This has led to the identification of numerous
polymorphisms that can be used to define a haplotype. We have
included haplotype-dedicated routines in the new release of the
UMD software. A new field, called ‘‘allele,’’ was added to the
mutation table. The user can thus specify for each genetic variant
(either mutation or polymorphism) the chromosome with which it
is associated (maternal or paternal). The software thus reorders
the variants according to their position on the gene and defines
the haplotypes. Specific tools allow the analysis of haplotype–haplotype associations, allele–allele associations, or disequilibrium
between specific variants and haplotypes (allele–haplotype associations). These data can also be used to build phylogenic trees
(data not shown).
Large rearrangements. Small rearrangements account for
most mutations (92.4%; 25,266 missense or nonsense, 4,182
splice, 483 regulatory, 7,387 small deletions, 2,912 small insertions,
and 428 small indels); however, large rearrangements have also
been reported (7.6%; 406 gross insertions and deletions, 514
complex rearrangements including inversions, and 2,421 gross
deletions). These data were extracted from the HGMD database
(12/13/2004 version; www.hgmd.org) [Stenson et al., 2003].
While this last group of mutations generally occurs infrequently,
for some genes it represents the majority of mutations. The
archetype is the DMD gene, for which 60% of mutations are large
deletions and 5% are large duplications. To facilitate the input of
such mutations, we included an easy to use interface. The user
selects the extent of the large rearrangement at the exonic level

(for example, a deletion from exon 4 to exon 8) and the software
computes the nomenclature at the cDNA level, as well as
transcriptional and translational impact of the mutation and the
theoretical exon-skipping pattern that restores a reading frame. In
addition, polymorphic markers located in the deleted portion of
the gene are directly accessible. Furthermore, monoclonal
antibodies with epitopes fully or partially disrupted by the
mutation are also available. While this is not useful for most
genes, in which large rearrangements can affect the folding of the
total protein, it is valuable for proteins with repeated motifs, such
as dystrophin. Finally, we developed two new analysis tools called
‘‘deletion and duplication distribution’’ and ‘‘deletion map.’’ The
first one gives access to a graphical presentation of the extent of
the large rearrangements at the exonic level, with the number of
reported mutations. The user can select a specific portion of the
gene and/or a specific type of mutation. The second one allows a
graphic display of large deletions at the protein level. The user can
now specify a given color code for already defined structural
domains. The software then builds a scheme with various objects
corresponding to structural domains and exons. Two scales (amino
acids and nucleotides) are also displayed. For each deletion, its
consequence at the translational level is shown as well as the
extent of the deletion. Moreover, if monoclonal antibody epitopes
have been defined, zooming in on the deleted region shows the
epitope extent of the various antibodies (Fig. 3).
SNPs. We developed an automatic system to collect all
polymorphisms from the NCBI annotated contig. A link is
provided by the SNP database and is directly accessible on the
web version of the software. In addition, we added a graphic
display module to show the distribution of polymorphisms along
the contig that harbors the gene of interest. Various zoom-in/
zoom-out functions allow one to select a specific portion of the
gene and obtain information about individual polymorphisms.
Modules
The FBN1 gene is composed of repeated modules. We
previously designed specific tools for the UMD-FBN1 database
to align these modules and display the distribution of mutations on
the conserved or specific amino acids [Collod-Beroud et al., 1998].
To provide access to this specific tool for all UMD-LSDBs, we used
the 4D-view productivity plug-in, which adds spreadsheet
functionality. Thus the user can define conserved residues for a
repeated module by selecting defined modules and labeling each
conserved residue. This spreadsheet can be stored for analysis.
DISCUSSION
The creation of the UMD tool was initiated 10 years ago, and
the first generic UMD software was released in 2000 [Beroud
et al., 2000]. During this period many developments have been
made, and the human genome project has released an almost
complete sequence of the human genetic code. Changes in the
database structure allowed us to evolve and add this new
information. The first release of the UMD was limited to the
coding sequence and splice sites of a gene, and thus did not
include large deletions or intronic mutations. This problem has
been overcome with the new release of UMD, which includes
intronic and regulatory sequences. Other major developments
include the introduction of clinical data, pictures, monoclonal
antibodies, and polymorphic markers. In addition, automatic
imports from the NCBI annotated genomic contig sequences allow
the SNPs to be easily updated.
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FIGURE 3. Deletion map routine for the DMD gene. Color squares 5 structural domains; empty squares 5 exons; 0^3685 5 amino acid
scale; 0^11055 5 nucleotide scale; blue text 5 monoclonal antibodies with epitopes disrupted by the mutation. For each mutation the
remaining domains of the mutant protein are presented in colors, while absent domains (resulting from a premature stop codon) are
presented as empty boxes. For an in-frame deletion (deletion of exons 45^46), all remaining domains appear in color. The empty
space between the colored squares represents the extent of the deletion at the mRNA level.

Since the beginning we have focused on creating specific
analysis tools. We have come a long way since the first analysis of
the TP53 gene [Beroud et al., 1996] and the development of
molecular epidemiology. Today the UMD retains all of the
specifically designed tools to analyze mutations at the molecular
level, as well as new sets of routines to search for genotype–phenotype correlations. With the creation of more than 20 LSDBs
with the UMD software, a large set of mutations is now included in
the UMD-LSDBs (more than 28,000). We also created specific
tools for infrequent mutations, such as gross deletions and
duplications and deep intronic mutations. A large set of dedicated
tools are now available for intronic mutations, such as methods
to calculate the CVs of potential splice sites and to search for
ESE motifs.
Other major innovations include the development of graphical
displays for various analyses and, more recently, geographic
distribution of mutations. Concomitantly, we created specific
routines to help researchers design new therapeutic strategies,
such as exon skipping, aminoglycosides read-through of stop
codons, and monoclonal antibody selection and epitope scanning
for gene therapy. These tools pave the way for clinical trials to
assess associations between genotypes and drug response.

The UMD generic software is a reference tool to build LSDBs. It
includes the largest set of analysis tools available and is adapted to
genes involved in genetic diseases and cancers, the ‘‘gene-type’’
option allowing the activation of cancer-related fields. Since the
beginning we have made this tool freely accessible. It can be
downloaded from our website at www.umd.be. We also offer the
various curators our hosting capacities for their UMD-LSDBs.
Finally, we want to emphasize that the potential of these LSDBs
can only be realized with the use of high-quality data. The role of
curators today is even more critical for the integration of clinical
data. Consensus submission forms reduce the complexity of this
task, but we regret the increasing number of poorly or even
erroneous descriptions of mutations. We highly recommend that
researchers use the international nomenclature for mutations
(www.genomic.unimelb.edu.au/mdi/mutnomen/) [den Dunnen
and Antonarakis, 2001], which will benefit the entire community.
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